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In The Archaeology of  Houses and Households in the Native South-
east, Benjamin Steere seeks to identify the causal factors 
underlying architectural and household variation in south-
eastern North America during the Woodland, Mississip-

pian, and Historic periods (200 B.C. to A.D. 1800). He spe-
cifically examines the role of  environment, economics, religion and symbolism, and status. 
He finds that these factors account for some, but not all, aspects of  household variation. 
In the end, he posits that widespread changes in social organization is the causal factor 
through both time and space. While perhaps not the most groundbreaking or theoretically 
robust volume on households, it provides a wealth of  architectural data that will prove use-
ful for southeastern archaeologists interested in architecture and households.

In the introductory chapter, Steere introduces the subject of  household archaeology and 
explains the methods he used in gathering the data used in the study. His theoretical dis-
cussion on households is brief  and notably scant (more on this below). The highlight of  the 
chapter, and a major strength of  the book, is the scope and detail of  his data—it includes 
architectural features from over 1,200 houses throughout the study area. This is an impres-
sive database by any measure.

Chapter 1 is divided into two parts. In the first part, Steere summarizes what is known 
about structure size, shape, orientation; the presence of  entrances and interior features; 
and many more architectural characteristics through time in the study area. He finds, not 
surprisingly, that there are overarching similarities in the style, size, and layout of  house-
holds during certain time periods and in certain areas, and that changes in these patterns 
occurred over a short period of  time. In the second part of  the chapter, he reviews house-
hold studies throughout the world, which indicate that the environment, economics, ritual 
and symbolism, status differentiation, and settlement patterning are the main factors influ-
encing household variation. The following chapters are dedicated to testing these factors 
using Steere’s household data to determine whether they also explain architectural varia-
tion within his study area. 

The next four chapters, which are similarly organized, examine one of  the four causal 
factors mentioned above: Chapter 2 focuses on environment, Chapter 3 economics and 
household composition, Chapter 4 symbolism and religion, and Chapter 5 status. The 
chapters all begin with a review of  ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and cross-cultural data on 
the role of  each of  the factors in household variation. Then he examines different architec-
tural attributes in households for each time period (Woodland, Mississippian, and Historic) 
to determine if  there is any correlation. In Chapter 2, he finds that the only environmental 
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factors that mattered were the distribution of  local resources for building materials; 
there is also a correlation between post density, temperature, and precipitation. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, economics, particularly the adoption of  maize agriculture around 
A.D. 900, explains a preponderance of  larger structures explains a preponderance of  
larger houses, more interior partitions, and more space between between houses within 
communities. In Chapter 4, he suggests that many architectural attributes, such as 
house size and shape, number of  wall posts, interior partitions, and community layout, 
likely reflect religious and cosmological concepts (e.g., a layered cosmos, binary oppo-
sites, the importance of  cardinal directions) widely shared throughout the southeast. 
He posits that this is most evident during the Mississippian period. Status, the subject 
of  Chapter 5, accounts for differences in house size and interior spacing during the 
Mississippian period, which is expected given the hierarchical nature of  Mississippian 
societies. There is no correlation between house variability and site size or location 
during the Mississippian period, though sites with fortifications tend to exhibit greater 
variability in house form. Houses are generally similar in size, interior divisions, and 
construction style during the Woodland and Historic periods, which is what one might 
expect from egalitarian societies.

Finally, in Chapter 6, Steere summarizes the findings of  the other chapters. He con-
cludes that broad scale changes in architecture were dictated by changes in social organi-
zation; this is because the other causal factors he discussed throughout the book account 
for only some household variation. He spends the rest of  the chapter discussing what 
archaeologists know about changes in social organization in the southeast through time, 
which correspond with the major architectural changes he described throughout the 
book. 

Though this book is largely descriptive, it is well organized, and its goals are simple 
and straightforward. Its greatest strengths are its broad geographical and temporal 
focus and the wealth of  data compiled. Indeed, the dataset is more comprehensive 
than those in other recent volumes on houses and households in Eastern North Amer-
ica (e.g., Lacquement 2007; Morgaan 1999; Redmond and Genheimer 2015).

However, a main strength of  this book—its geographical and temporal depth—
is also a weakness. Steere’s broad-scale approach does not convey the architectural 
differences at individual sites and places. Small-scale changes in households matter, 
particularly when constructing individual and group histories and even when explain-
ing broader historical trends. Despite Steere’s candid focus on broad temporal and 
geographical trends, a more in-depth discussion on the correlation between small- and 
large-scale changes in households would be beneficial. Also, Steere’s primary argu-
ment—that social organization explains architectural variation and settlement orga-
nization—is not surprising; this has been discussed by southeastern archaeologists for 
decades. Finally, anyone looking for a deep engagement with theoretical issues relating 
to households will be disappointed. He does not discuss or reference recent works 
and theories on households (e.g., McCorriston 2012; Müller 2015; Parker and Fos-
ter 2012). A more critical, in-depth treatment of  households as a theoretical concept 
would surely bring new insights to the study.
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Despite these issues, this book is a necessary addition to any southeastern archaeol-
ogist’s library, and I imagine that it will soon become a primary reference for general 
architectural trends in the greater southeast. I also echo Steere’s parting remark (p. 
184) that this volume is just a small sample of  the excavated households throughout the 
southeast. His work will undoubtedly encourage others to build their own databases on 
regional architectural characteristics and serve as a template for other scholars analyz-
ing long-term architectural trends.
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